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ADAMS – Local residents packed the Adams County Community Center on Tuesday night to provide the 
Department of Natural Resources with their input — both written and oral — on the DNR’s draft of an 
Environmental Impact Statement for a proposed large-scale dairy in the town of Richfield. 

The $35 million project, proposed by Milk Source Holdings Inc., would require two high-capacity wells and be 
home to 4,300 milking or dry cows and 250 steers. Milk Source planned to begin work on the Richfield Dairy in 
2012 or 2013, but court challenges prevented the company from proceeding. 

In September, Judge Jeffrey D. Boldt, an administrative law judge, ruled that the DNR’s Environmental Impact 
Statement, referred to as EIS, should consider the cumulative impacts of the proposed concentrated animal 
facility operation, or CAFO, in Richfield. Boldt also ordered the DNR to reduce Milk Source’s annual 
maximum pumping rate from 72.5 million gallons to 52.5 million gallons. 

The purpose of Tuesday night’s hearing was to allow the public to comment on whether they thought the 
DNR’s EIS draft adequately addressed the cumulative impacts the CAFO would have on the area. All public 
comments were limited to three minutes. 

Residents of the area, local farmers and Milk Source employees were among those who spoke Tuesday night. 
Opponents of the dairy voiced concerns about informational holes in the EIS’s analysis of the cumulative 
impact the CAFO would have on the area. Specifically, some were concerned about how the traffic from Milk 
Source would affect the roads, the groundwater and the increased concentration of livestock in the area as a 
result of the CAFO. 

Milk Source proponents highlighted the company’s positive research and contributions, noting that the resulting 
groundwater loss would not be devastating, as some claim. 

Deric DuQuaine, general counsel for Milk Source, said the DNR had examined the cumulative impacts “ad 
nauseam” in the EIS and no more analysis was necessary. 



“Accordingly, the EIS is more than sufficient in respect to its cumulative impact analysis,” DuQuaine said. 

Francie Rowe, board of the Pleasant Lake Management District, disagreed, noting that there were three areas in 
regard to cumulative impacts that the EIS needed to explore further: regional water loss, ecological impact as a 
result of water loss and economic issues stemming from the introduction of the Richfield dairy. 

In addition, Rowe said the EIS failed to include relevant data collected by experts. 

“This document is long because it is redundant — not because it includes all the pertinent information,” Rowe 
said. 

Other Milk Source employees also voiced their comments Tuesday, with some noting that CAFO opponents 
were trying to “demonize” Milk Source — completely overlooking Milk Source’s charitable work, philanthropy 
and investment in new technology and research. 

John Holevoet, of the Dairy Business Association, said he was concerned about the amount of time it was 
taking to approve these high-capacity wells for the dairy, adding that the high capacity well permitting process 
for a golf course would be much faster and uncontested. 

In regard to groundwater withdrawal, the dairy industry was a minor user in the larger context of the state, 
Holevoet said. 

“I think the term ‘proxy fight’ is very appropriate here,” Holevoet said. “This is really about people who oppose 
large modern farms, and unfortunately they’ve turned this particular high-capacity well permitting process into 
a battle about that issue.” 

Among the opponents of the Richfield dairy, there was one action the audience was urged to do: vote in 
November. 

“We’re here tonight because they’re being approved,” said Genie Metoyer, owner of an organic farm in 
Richford. “This is a horse and pony show, and if you want change, get out and vote ...” 

The proposed dairy would be located near the intersection of First Drive and Cypress Avenue in Richfield and 
employ about 40 people with an estimated annual payroll of $1.5 million, according to the DNR’s EIS draft. 
The DNR will continue to receive written comments about the EIS draft through Nov. 10. 
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